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Piano practice chart for adults

My last blog post focused on the amount of time it takes to learn to play the piano. I had some thought provoking comments in this post (a couple of pianist friends count 30 years and they make a valid point). This short chart suggests the time required to make real progress on your piano playing and seems to be good
advice: 1 practice of 60 minutes per week = 2 months of progress in 12 months 1 30 minutes practice per day = 6 months Progress in 12 months 1 45 minutes Practice per day = 12 months progress in 12 months 1 60 practice per day = 15 months progress in 12 months 1 practice of 190 minutes per day = 24 months
Progress in 12 months 2 Hours Practice per day = 36 months Progress in 12 Months (source: So if you can devote that amount of time to your piano practice every day, then you should see real progression in your playback. Young children don't really need to spend much time on the piano; they'd better be kept
interested in music in general and maybe practice for 10-15 minutes a day. It's all about keeping them focused and making it fun. For older children, teenagers and adults, it's a tricky balance between spending enough time working on the more mundane aspects of the game (scales, technical work, etc.) while keeping
inspired and interested. If you can motivate yourself to do this, you will have won the practical battle! Good luck. My publications: For much more information on how to practice piano repertoire, take a look at my piano course, play again: PIANO (published by Schott Music). Covering a huge variety of styles and genres,
the course features a large collection of progressive piano repertoire and graduated from approximately grade 1 to advanced diploma level, with abundant practice tips for each piece. A convenient and beneficial course for students of any age, with or without a teacher, and can also be used along with piano exam
programs. You can learn more about my other publications and piano compositions here. See all the posts from The Classic Piano and Music Education Blog Beginners Level Adults Piano Sheet Music, Lessons, Chord Charts, Resources You've Said This Before: I'll Finally Learn to Play the Piano! You were so excited
and motivated. But after a full day of work, exhausted, you thought: I'm going to practice piano tomorrow... One day passed, a week passed, and a month passed... Before you know it, your books were collecting dust and you couldn't even remember where you are in the methods book. This is a very common
phenomenon for adult pianists. Learning piano as an adult can be a challenge; with a full-time job, taking care of family, household chores.... your day is already filled with a multitude of tasks! But you don't want to give up his dream of playing the piano. Playing the piano is a difficult task it takes time to improve. It can be
frustrating, but if you are determined and know how to practice, you can improve dramatically and your hard work will certainly be worth it. Remember, no one is good at anything from the beginning! You will be able to get to the level you want, if you trust yourself and are patient with yourself. To help you in your efforts,
this article provides some advice on how to practice and what to do in your practice sessions, including: (1) what to do before practicing; (2) strategies for their practice sessions; and (3) what to do in time between practicing. These tips will help you improve your piano skills as effectively and quickly as possible,
maintaining a good balance between your daily life and practice! First, a few questions and reflection:How do you get to learn a new piece? Do you start by listening to a recording? Or do you immediately start practicing at the piano? Learning the piece AWAY from the piano can dramatically improve the efficiency of your
practice sessions. It is very important to have a good understanding of the piece so that you can 1) have clear goals in mind and 2) avoid learning bad habits. Because? Knowing how the piece should sound from the beginning will allow you to have a clear goal in mind and you will probably avoid establishing bad habits.
More importantly, the efficiency of your practice session will improve dramatically and you will be able to achieve your goals more quickly if you study the score! As? Here are some of the basic ways to study punctuation:Search for the piece you're learning. Who's the composer? When was it written? What kind of style is
that? (Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Impressionist or Contemporary?) Listen to various pieces written by the same composer and his contemporaries. This will allow you to have a better understanding of the style, touch and character of the piece you are learning. Try listening to pieces with different instruments, not just
solo piano, like sonatas for other instruments, orchestra or opera and so on. Describe the character of the piece you are learning. Are you calm? Dramatic? Melancholy? Schizophrenic? Does this piece get taller? Soft? Diluent? Thick? Now that you have a clear idea of what kind of ring/sound/character the play should
have, visualize yourself playing the piece with a beautiful sound and posture. Because? Learning a new play is exciting. But sometimes it can be frustrating because of new technical challenges. When you find sections or phrases that make you feel uncomfortable, what should you do? Adult pianists tend to have a lot of
tension in the neck, shoulders, arms and wrists. Here are some of the basic technical exercises that will help you learn new parts with proper technique. As? 1. Exercise for arm weight (Playing a melody with only 3rd finger supported by a When you are doing this exercise, your arm should feel completely loose. It must
look like you're hanging on the key because of the firm finger tip. If someone pokes your arm, it should move without any resistance. This will help you produce rich tones.2. Flexible wrist exercise (five-toed pattern with pulse drop - each note for larger clusters): Wrist-related injury is the most common injury among
pianists. Your wrist should be moving any time you are playing, never be locked in a position. This will give you rich tones in slow time pieces and facilitates light touch on fast time pieces.3. Exercise for Finger Independence (Holding a note while playing other notes): This exercise will help you with finger control and
produce tones evenly. Especially you are playing fast passages at scale, you want to make sure that all fingers can have the same sound quality. This exercise will especially train the 4th and 5th fingers to be more independent. Use this exercise only a small amount at a time, because this can be struggling for your
muscles.4. Strong toe exercise (Two slur notes + staccato exercise): You will not only need quick fingers, but also strong fingers. This exercise will complement the strong and more complete sound production. This can be a great warm-up exercise when you have cold hands in winter. When you are very busy and don't
have time to sit down at the piano, here are some extra exercises you can do whenever you're sitting at a table or table, or while watching TV. Finger Lifting Exercise: This will help with finger independence and you will gain more control. Be sure to keep your wrist in the neutral position and try to have no extra tension on
the arm. Flexible Pulse Exercise: This exercise is simply the version on the flexible wrist exercise desk, inserted above. The more you feel comfortable with this wrist gesture, the more comfortable you will feel when playing the piano. Because? The more detailed the timeline, the more clearly you can imagine your goals.
As? Set your reachable weekly goal and do daily tasks toward the goal. (See sample schedule below.) Do the weekly DOABLE schedule. The key to successful practice sessions is to ensure that you can complete daily tasks. If the timeline is realistic, you can reach them. If you are able to reach them, you are more likely
to continue to follow the plan. It is important to feel that you are taking safe steps toward the weekly goal by completing daily tasks. Playing the piano depends largely on muscle memory - a small portion, but with frequent repetition is the key to rapid progress. You can adjust the quantity to the who will feel they can do
more or less based on how you did the week before. Do you feel like you're too busy? So plan 5-minute sessions. Maybe you have a little free time? So make 30 30 Have a buffer time between the training sessions and the material. For example, when two practice days of the same section are planned, have one day for
one review only. Or if you haven't made much progress, you can use this extra day to keep improving. Have a day to practice mentally. You can make any of the following: (1) look at the score; (2) Look at the score and move your fingers as if you were playing the piano; (3) look at the score and listen to a recording; (4) (if
you memorize the piece) close your eyes and view the keys or punctuation and play the entire section of the head. Sample schedule (Bach Minuet in G)Weekly goal: be able to play mm.1-8 both hands with metronome (60BPM)Monday-FridayTasksDurationMondaymm.1-8 (Separate Hands)15 minutesTuesdaymm.1-8
(Hands Together)15 minutesWednesdayMental Practice10 minutesThursdaymm.1-8 (Buffer Time/Staccato Exercise)10 minutesFridayExercise for Finger 5 minutesWhy? Playing the piano is an athletic activity. Any type of repetitive muscle activity needs some warm-up. As? Get up high, slowly rotate your neck, shoulder
and wrist. Because? If you're hungry, you can't be productive. The muscles are the same. They need fluids to function properly. As? Always have water available during the training session. Fluids with electrolytes (sports drinks, Gatorade, etc.) work best to feed muscles. Because? Extremely slow muscle camera will
train your brain and muscle memory. You will get to the fastest pace sooner if you can teach your muscles how to play extremely slow. This is also useful if you are working on memorization. As? Play the section in more than half a time, maintaining the same speed throughout the section. You can also count aloud the
subdivision of the beats (one - and, two - and, or one-and-and-a, two-and-and-a) during the game. This will ensure coordination with the pace. Because? Playing the piano involves understanding and performing many different information. By reducing the information and fighting it once, you are more likely to succeed in
executing all the information at the end. As? For example, start by playing the rhythm on the piano cover. This will help you with hand coordination. You can also vary this exercise: R.H. plays on keys while L.H. hits the beat on the lid and vice versa. Once you feel more comfortable with the rhythm, try to play all the
strong notes, then all the piano notes. You can also vary the joint, all with staccato or tenuto. These exercises will give you various physical sensations, which helps your muscle memory and speeds up the learning process. Because? Playing the piano requires a lot of coordination. Your brain is processing a lot of things
at the same time. If you're so focused on playing, may not be able to recognize errors, posture or sound quality that you are is For the best result, record yourself on video. This will help you be critical not only auralmente (listening to the sound), but also visually for what you are doing and you can be the best teacher for
yourself. As? Get worse on your phone. Watch out and see how you're doing. If you see or hear something that's not right, mark it in your score and think about how you can do it differently next time. For example, if you noticed that there was a very long pause when changing hand positions, then you can practice only
the hand shifts, one hand at a time. If you notice that there is a note that you always play wrong, then you can ask yourself the following questions: Am I using a good fingering? Am I using the right fingers? Am I familiar with the notes? You can try to tell the numbers of the fingers aloud during playback, or you can sing
the melody, etc. These exercises can correct the errors of the note. You can also check your posture. Do your shoulders look tense? Are your back bent? Are you squeezing your jaws? If you notice any of these habits, try paying attention to these habits while playing instead of paying attention to music. These habits
may take longer to fix, but if you can pay attention to them sooner, you will be able to get rid of them faster. Because? In a real performance, you need to successfully play the section only once. Randomly repeating the same section, you are teaching your bad brain and muscle habits. Reaprréludo is extremely difficult
than learning something new. Conscious and strategic repetition will make your practice session efficient. As? Once you're comfortable with the pace and notes, choose a short phrase (even just two bars!), tap it, and see if you can touch it without errors. If you've made a mistake, get up and walk around to 'reset' your
hands and mind. Then go back to the piano and play the same sentence, maybe slower. Be sure to play at the speed at which you can play without errors. This will avoid ingraining the habit of playing the wrong notes or rhythms. This is probably one of the most important activities to improve your game. Listen! Listening



to songs performed by the best artists will always help you develop a good ear, motivate you to become a better player and inspire you to be creative in your interpretive choices. You can also compare the same piece performed by different artists. Do you prefer each other? Can you tell the difference? Through the
listening process, you can develop your taste - you can find your favorite pianists, composers or ensembles. Always ask yourself, why do you like them? Hurry slowly... This article introduced some of the tips for improving the quality of your practice session. It is totally that some people feel frustrated as they learn a new
play. The most important thing about learning the piano is You have to tell yourself that it's okay to take time, it's okay not to be able to do it right away. Playing the piano is a difficult task that takes time. When you're too tired, please rest. The quality of the practice session is more important than its quantity. Relax, enjoy
every step, and trust yourself. You are improving day by day towards the domain!! Domain!!
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